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Filters K&F Concept CPL+ND&PL (4/8/16/32/64) Kit for DJI Mini 4 Pro

K&F Concept's CPL+ND&PL filter set (4/8/16/32/64) for DJI Mini 4 Pro.
Improve the quality of your photos and videos taken with your DJI Mini 4 Pro drone. K&F Concept's CPL and ND/PL filters will help you do
that! With them, you will easily get fantastic results. They are also distinguished by their lightweight and durable construction - they will
serve you well for a long time. At the same time, they are very easy to install - now you can get ready to fly in just a few moments!
 
They will prove themselves in many scenarios
Get  ready  for  any  scenario  and  record  even  better  shots.  The  included  CPL  filter  reduces  glare  and  improves  color  saturation,  while
highlighting blues and whites. This makes it perfect for landscape photography, for example. You'll also find ND/PL filters in the package,
which eliminate reflections and enhance contrast. The ND4/PL and ND8/PL filters will work well on partly cloudy days, the ND16/PL filter
will be suitable in ordinary daylight, and you can successfully use the ND32/PL and ND64/PL filters for filming in bright light.
 
Improved design
Thanks to the use of AGC optical glass, the filters provide great image quality while being very durable. The accessories have also been
coated with a multi-layer coating that protects them from scratches and dirt. You can easily keep them in excellent condition! They are
also distinguished by their lightweight design - they won't overload your drone, interfere with its gimbal or affect flight stability.
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Included
CPL filterND4/PL filterND8/PL filterND16/PL filterND32/PL filterFilter ND64/PLStorage box
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelSKU.2082MaterialAGC optical glassCompatibilityDJI Mini 4 Pro

Preço:

€ 50.00

Drony, Akcesoria do dronów, Filtry do dronów
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